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(57) ABSTRACT 

A road information generating apparatus has a Stored digi 
tized map database having data identifying roads on a route. 
The roads of the map database are Stored as road Segments 
each having endpoints. The apparatus cancels data defining 
Selected road Segments that fall outside of a predetermined 
window about a predetermined circle approximating a pre 
determined road curve. The apparatus determines circles 
each approximating a portion of unselected road Segments. 
The apparatus compares a radius of each of the circles with 
a predetermined radius value. The apparatus produces road 
information on acute curve in response to result of compar 
ing the radius of each curve with the predetermined radius 
value. 

14 Claims, 19 Drawing Sheets 
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FIG.10 
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FIG.13 
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APPARATUS FOR GENERATING ROAD 
INFORMATION FROM STORED DIGITAL 

MAPDATABASE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an apparatus for gener 
ating road information on a route over which a vehicle may 
OVC. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The term “road information' is herein used to mean 
information on curve of a road that may be used to assist the 
river of a vehicle to navigate. The term “route” is herein used 
to mean a course of travel from a current position of a 
vehicle to a desired destination. 

Navigational aids are useful to assist the driver of a 
vehicle in locating the vehicle's current position and for 
locating and moving to a desired destination. Current navi 
gational aid is a video image of a map, which appears on a 
monitor and accurately reproduces the image of a road map. 
The current navigational aid uses a Stored map database, i.e., 
a digital map. The map database has data identifying all 
roads or a road network of a route or an area over which a 
vehicle may move. The roads are Stored as road Segments 
each having endpoints. The roads are categorized by 
highways, major roads, access roads, local Streets, etc. The 
term “road' is herein used to mean a highway, a major road, 
an access road and a local Street. The vehicle that will be 
discussed may be a motor vehicle Such as a car, a recre 
ational vehicle (RV), a motorcycle, a bus, a truck or other 
type of vehicle primarily moveable over roads. 

Current vehicle navigation systems may use GPS, Such as 
an electromagnetic wave positioning System, to determine a 
vehicle's current position. They may use vehicle Speed 
Sensor, rate gyro and a reverse gear hookup to “dead reckon' 
the vehicle's current position from a previously known 
position. This method of dead reckoning, however, is Sus 
ceptible to Sensor errors, and therefore requires more expen 
Sive Sensors for accuracy and dependability. 

The driver may want to know road information on the 
route ahead while engaged in the task of driving. Such road 
information may be used in cruising control or a naviga 
tional aid. 
JP-A8-194893 discloses a technique to use a map data 

base of a navigation System to determine whether or not a 
curve exists ahead. The map database includes point data, in 
terms of coordinates, each identifying a trailing endpoint of 
each of road Segments with respect to a direction of travel, 
and link data each indicative of a length along one of the 
road Segments. The point data do not contain information as 
to a radius of road curve of each of the road Segments. This 
publication teaches processing the point data to obtain a road 
curve index, i.e., an azimuth angle, at each of trailing 
endpoints of the road Segments. An initiation of a road curve 
is determined at a point when the absolute value of the road 
curve indeX exceeds a predetermined value. A completion of 
the curve is determined at a point when Subsequently the 
absolute value of the road curve index drops below the 
predetermined value. The curve index of a measuring point 
is determined as an angle between two vectors, namely, a 
leading vector and a trailing vector. The leading vector 
terminates at the measuring point and the trailing vector 
originates at the measuring point. A Sampling distance is 
determined. The leading vector originates at a point before 
the measuring point by the Sampling distance along the road. 
The trailing vector terminates at a point ahead the measuring 
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2 
point by the sampling distance along the road. The radius of 
road curve at the measuring point is determined by calcu 
lating the following equation, 

R=L/233 sin(0/2) 

where: 

R, is radius of road curve at endpoint n, 
L is Sampling distance at endpoint n, and 
0, is road curve indeX at endpoint n. 

The Sampling distance L, is updated by the previous known 
radius of road curve R, calculated at the previous mea 
Suring point n-1. The endpoints are equidistant along a road 
at a predetermined distance. The sampling distance L, 
results from multiplying an integer with this predetermined 
distance. 

This known technique proves to be fairly well inenviron 
ment where a map database Stores point data identifying 
equidistant endpoints. It would be desirable to improve the 
known technique Such that it is capable of using a map 
database, which Stores point data identifying variable distant 
endpoints. In Such a map database, road Segments defined by 
the endpoints become longer as the Stretch of Straightfor 
ward portion of a road network become longer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, a need remains to improve the known tech 
nique in movement toward Versatile apparatus for generating 
road information ahead a vehicle. 

An object of the present invention is to improve versatility 
of an apparatus for generating road information ahead of a 
vehicle. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided an apparatus for generating road information on a 
route over which a vehicle may move, the apparatus com 
prising: 

a stored map database having data identifying roads on 
the route, Said roads of Said Stored map database being 
Stored as road Segments each having endpoints, and 

an application unit to implement a circular arc approxi 
mation type logic, which, when rendered operable, 
cancels data defining Selected road Segments that fall 
Outside of a predetermined window about a predeter 
mined circle approximating a predetermined road 
curve, determines circles, each approximating a portion 
of non-Selected road Segments, compares a radius of 
each of Said circles with a predetermined radius Value, 
and produces road information on acute curve in 
response to result of Said comparing the radius of each 
of Said curves with Said predetermined radius value. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a general illustration of the various Segments in 
the NAVSTAR GPS system. 

FIG. 2 shows a vehicle navigation System. 
FIG. 3 shows a block/data flow diagram of the vehicle 

navigation System of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 shows a block/data flow diagram of a road infor 

mation generating apparatus according to the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 5 shows a simplified general flow chart of the 
operation an embodiment of the road information generating 
apparatus of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 6 shows a diagram illustrating how the road infor 
mation generating apparatus obtains an azimuth angle at 
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each of endpoints and the length of a line extending to the 
next adjacent endpoint. 

FIG. 7 shows a diagram illustrating an error between a 
line interconnecting the two adjacent endpoints and a cir 
cular arc interconnecting them. 

FIG. 8 shows a diagram illustrating how the road infor 
mation generating apparatus determines a threshold value of 
the length of a line interconnecting the adjacent two 
endpoints. 

FIG. 9 is a simplified general flow chart of the operation 
of the road information generating apparatus of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 10 shows a diagram illustrating the case where the 
road information generating apparatus can disregard Some of 
consecutively arranged endpoints. 

FIG. 11 shows a diagram illustrating how the road infor 
mation generating apparatus can shift an array of endpoints 
if the number of endpoints to be examined is three, wherein 
an upper half shows a shift by one, whereas a lower half 
shows a shift by two. 

FIG. 12 shows a diagram illustrating how the road infor 
mation generating apparatus can shift an array of endpoints 
if the number of endpoints to be examined is four, wherein 
an upper half shows a shift by one, whereas a lower half 
shows a shift by two. 

FIG. 13 shows a diagram illustrating how the road infor 
mation generating apparatus determines a threshold value 
for comparison to each azimuth angle. 

FIG. 14 is a similar flow chart to that of FIG. 9, illustrating 
the operation of the road information generating apparatus. 

FIG. 15 is a block/flow diagram of a road information 
generating apparatus in association with a navigation 
System, an engine controller and a transmission controller. 

FIG. 16 is a flow chart illustrating operation of the road 
information generating apparatus of FIG. 15. 

FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating an azimuth angle type 
logic that is Suitable for use upon travelling on ordinary 
road. 

FIG. 18 is a graph illustrating the variation of a travelling 
distance of an automobile until its driver recognizes a curve 
on road against variation of Speed. 

FIG. 19 is a graph illustrating the variation of a travelling 
Speed of an automobile as its driver negotiates with a curve 
against variation of radius of a circle approximating a curve. 

FIG. 20 is a similar view to FIG. 15 illustrating a 
modification where the verification process has been imple 
mented. 

FIG. 21 is a simplified flow chart implementing the 
process of checking the result of Selection against the 
perception by a driver of an automobile. 

While the invention is susceptible to various modifica 
tions and alternative forms, specifics thereof have been 
shown by way of example in the drawings and will be 
described in detail. It should be understood, however, that 
the intention is not limit the invention to the particular 
embodiment described. On the contrary, the intention is to 
cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling 
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the 
appended claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Current vehicle navigation systems use GPS to determine 
a vehicle's current position. Such a GPS system is the 
Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging (NAVSTAR) Glo 
bal Positioning System, which is a Space-based Satellite 
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4 
radio navigation System developed by the U.S. Department 
of Defense (DoD). GPS includes NAVSTAR GPS and its 
successors, Differential GPS (DGPS), or any other electro 
magnetic wave positioning systems. NAVSTAR GPS 
receivers provide users with continuous three-dimensional 
position, Velocity, and time data. 
NAVSTAR GPS consists of three major segments: Space, 

Control, and User as illustrated in FIG.1. The space segment 
10 consists of a nominal constellation of 24 operational 
Satellites, which have been placed, in 6 orbital planes above 
the Earth's Surface. The Satellites are in circular orbits in an 
orientation that normally provides a GPS user with a mini 
mum of five Satellites in View from any point on Earth at any 
one time. The satellites broadcast an RF signal that is 
modulated by a precise ranging Signal and a coarse acqui 
Sition code ranging Signal to provide navigation data. 
The navigation data, which is computed and controlled by 

the GPS control segment 12, includes the satellite's time, its 
correction and ephemeris parameters, almanacs, and health 
status for all GPS satellites. From this information, the user 
computes the precise position and clock offset 
The control segment 12 consists of a Master Control 

Station and a number of monitor Stations at various locations 
around the world. Each monitor station tracks all the GPS 
Satellites in View and passes the Signal measurement data 
back to the master control Station. There, computations are 
performed to determine precise Satellite ephemeris and 
Satellite clock errors. The master control Station generates 
the upload of user navigation data from each Satellite. This 
data is Subsequently rebroadcast by the Satellite as part of its 
navigation data message. 
The user segment 14 is the collection of all GPS receivers 

and their application Support equipment Such as antennas 
and processors. This equipment allows users to receive, 
decode, and process the information necessary to obtain 
accurate position, Velocity and timing measurements. This 
data is used by the receiver's Support equipment for Specific 
application requirements. GPS Supports a wide variety of 
applications including navigation, Surveying, and time trans 
fer. 

An illustrative embodiment of the road information gen 
erating apparatus according to the principles of the present 
invention is described below. In the interest of clarity, not all 
features of actual implementation are described in the Speci 
fication It will of course be appreciated that in the develop 
ment of any Such actual implementation, numerous imple 
mentation Specific decisions must be made to achieve 
developerS Specific goals and Sub goals, Such as compliance 
with System- and busineSS-related constraints, which will 
vary from one implementation to another. Moreover, it will 
be appreciated that Such a development effort might be 
complex and time-consuming, but would nevertheless be a 
routine undertaking of device engineering for those of 
ordinary skill having the benefit of this disclosure. 

FIG. 2 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
arrangement of a vehicle navigation System 20 for an 
automobile 22. The vehicle navigation system 20 uses a GPS 
antenna 24 to receive the GPS signals. The GPS antenna 24 
can be connected to a pre-amplifier 26 to amplify the GPS 
Signals received by the antenna 24. The pre-amplifier 26 is 
optional, and the GPS antenna 24 can be directly connected 
to a GPS receiver 28. 
The GPS receiver 28 continuously determines geographic 

position by measuring the ranges (the distance between a 
Satellite with known coordinates in Space and the receiver's 
antenna) of Several satellites and computing the geometric 
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interSection of these ranges. To determine a range, the GPS 
receiver 28 measures the time required for the GPS signal to 
travel from the satellite to the receiver antenna 24. The 
timing code generated by each Satellite is compared to an 
identical code generated by the GPS receiver 28. The 
receiver's code is shifted until it matches the satellite's code. 
The resulting time shift is multiplied by the speed of light to 
arrive at the apparent range measurement. 

Since the resulting range measurement contains propaga 
tion delays due to atmospheric effects, and Satellite and 
receiver clock errors, it is referred to as "pseudorange.” 
Changes in each of these pseudoranges over a short period 
of time are also measured and processed by the GPS receiver 
28. These measurements, referred to as delta range mea 
Surements or “delta-pseudoranges,” are used to compute 
Velocity. Delta ranges are in meters per Second, which are 
calculated by the GPS receiver 28 from pseudoranges, and 
the GPS receiver 28 can track the carrier phase of the GPS 
Signals to Smooth out the pesudoranges. The Velocity and 
time data is generally computed once a Second. If one of the 
position components is known, Such as altitude, only three 
Satellite pseudorange measurements are needed for the GPS 
receiver 28 to determine its Velocity and time. In this case, 
only three Satellites need to be tracked. 

The error in the range measurement is dependent on one 
of two levels of GPS accuracy to which the user has access. 
PPS is the most accurate, but is reserved for use by DoD and 
certain authorized users. SPS is less accurate and intended 
for general public use. The SPS signal is intentionally 
degraded to a certain extent by a process known as Selective 
Availability (SA). SA is used to limit access to the full 
accuracy of SPS in the interest of U.S. national security. 
Differential GPS (DGPS) may be used to correct certain 
bias-like errors in the GPS signals. A Reference Station 
receiver measures ranges from all visible Satellites to its 
Surveyed position. Differences between the measured and 
estimated ranges are computed and transmitted via radio and 
other signals to differential equipped receiverS/hosts in a 
local area. Incorporation of these corrections into the range 
measurements can improve their position accuracy. 
As shown in FIG. 2, the GPS receiver 28 provides GPS 

measurements to an application unit 32. The application unit 
32 consists of application processing circuitry 34, Such a 
processor, memory, buSSes, the application Software and 
related circuitry and interface hardware 36. 

The navigation System 20 can include a combination of 
the features, Such as those shown in dashed lines. For 
example, the navigation System could rely upon information 
provided by the GPS receiver 28, an accelerometer 38 and 
map database 42 to propagate vehicle position. According to 
another aspect, the navigation System 20 can use the accel 
erometer 38, an odometer 40 and the map database 42. 
According to other aspect, the navigation System 20 can 
include a speed Sensor 46 and a heading Sensor 48, Such a 
gyro, compass or differential odometer. 

FIG. 3 shows a block and data flow diagram for the 
navigation system 20. The GPS receiver 28 provides posi 
tion information, Velocity information, Velocity information, 
pseudoranges and delta pseudoranges to a Sensor integrator 
50. The sensor integrator 50 uses the velocity information to 
determine a current position for the vehicle. If GPS velocity 
information is not available, the Sensor integrator 50 can 
calculate GPS Velocity using the available data range mea 
Surements to determine a current position for the vehicle. 
GPS velocity information is derived from a set of delta range 
measurements. If only a Subset of delta range measurements 
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6 
is available, the navigation system 20 can derive GPS 
Velocity information from the Subset of delta range mea 
Surements. The navigation System uses the GPS position 
information at Start-up as a current position and as a check 
against the current position. If the current position fails the 
check, then the GPS position can replace the current posi 
tion. 

If GPS velocity information is not available, the naviga 
tion System 20 can obtain information used to propagate the 
current position from the sensors. The accelerometer 38, 
which is a multiple axis accelerometer, provides acceleration 
information for at least two orthogonal axes (lateral, longi 
tudinal and/or vertical) to the application unit 32. The 
odometer 40 provides information, which can be used in 
place of the information derived from the accelerometers. 
Other available information can include the odometer dis 
tance and GPS heading, a distance calculation and map 
heading, the GPS Speed information and map heading, gyro 
heading and longitudinal Speed and other variants. 
A map database 42 Stores map information, Such as a road 

network, and provides map information to the application 
unit 32. A user interface 44, which includes a display and 
keyboard, allows interaction between the user and the navi 
gation System 20. 

In any event, if GPS is available or not, the sensor 
integrator 50 provides the current position and a velocity 
(speed and heading) to a map matching block 52. The map 
matching block 52 provides road Segment information for 
the road Segment that the vehicle is determined to be 
travelling on, Such as heading, and a Suggested position. The 
Sensor integrator 50 can update the heading component of 
the velocity information with the heading provided by the 
map matching block 52 to update the current position. If the 
map matching block 52 indicates a good match, then the 
map matched position can replace the current position. If 
not, the Sensor integrator 50 propagates the previous posi 
tion to the current position using the Velocity information. 
AS Such, the Sensor integrator 50 determines the current 
position and provides the current position to a user interface 
and/or route guidance block 56. 
The map matching block 52 also provides correction data, 

Such as a distance Scale factor and/or offset and a turn rate 
Scale factor and/or offset, to a sensor calibration block 54. 
The sensor integrator 50 also provides correction data to the 
sensor calibration block 54. The correction data from the 
sensor integrator 50, however, is based on the GPS infor 
mation. Thus, accurate correction data based on the GPS 
information is continuously available to calibrate the Sensors 
38 (2 or 3 axis accelerometer) as well as other sensors 40, 
46 and 48. The correction data from the map matching block 
52 may be ignored by the sensor calibration block 54 until 
a good match is found between the map information and the 
current position. If a highly accurate match is found by map 
matching 52, the map matched position is used as a refer 
ence point or starting position for position propagation. 
The sensor calibration block 54 contains the sensor cali 

bration parameters, Such as Scale factors and Zero factors for 
the sensors 38 and 40 and provides the calibration param 
eters to the sensor integrator 50 to calibrate the sensors 38, 
40, 46 and 48. 

FIG. 4 shows a block and data flow diagram for an 
illustrative embodiment of the road information generating 
apparatuS 60 according to the present invention. The road 
information generating apparatuS 60 can be incorporated in 
the navigation system 20 of FIG. 2. Moreover, the road 
information generating apparatuS 60 can be incorporated in 
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an advanced driver information System that controls and 
provides information on a variety of automobile functions. 
However, the road information generating apparatuS 60 can 
be implemented as an independent unit. 

The sensor integrator 50 provides the vehicle current 
position information to an array formation block 62. The 
map database 42 has a network of roads. The roads of the 
map database 42 are Stored as road Segments. Each road 
Segment has endpoints. Each endpoint is provided in geo 
detic coordinates (latitude, longitude, and altitude). These 
data are referred to as "point data.” The endpoints are 
connected one after another by lines along road. Each line 
interconnecting the adjacent two endpoints defining a road 
Segment is provided in length. These data are referred to as 
“line data.” The array formation block 62 collects informa 
tion at each of endpoints from the map database 42 along 
route that has been determined from the current position to 
a desired destination. Each piece of information collected as 
related to the leading or initiating endpoint of a road Segment 
can be used as a road curve indicative variable. The array 
formation block 62 arranges collected pieces of information 
in an array and provides them to a deletion block 64. The 
deletion block 64 finds an endpoint interconnecting line that 
is longer than a threshold value and removes an endpoint to 
which the line is related. This threshold value derives from 
a predetermined radius of road curve. The other endpoints, 
which have passed through the deletion block 64, are fed to 
a decision block 66. The decision block 66 performs 
approximation of road curve by finding a circle intercon 
necting three, for example, adjacent endpoints of intercon 
nected road Segments, and determining that the road Seg 
ments have tight curve when a radius of road curve is leSS 
than a threshold value. The array formation, deletion and 
decision blocks 62, 64 and 66 can be incorporated in the 
application unit 32 of the navigation system 20 (see FIG. 2). 
Other possibility is that they can be incorporated in an 
independent application unit that includes a processor com 
posed of a central processor unit (CPU), a random access 
memory (RAM) and a read only memory (ROM). 

FIG. 5 shows a general flow chart illustrating how the 
road information generating apparatuS 60 using the deletion 
block 64 and the approximation technique in the decision 
block 66 outputs road information on where on the route 
tight curve exists. At Step 70, the road information gener 
ating apparatus 60 inputs the current position. At Step 72, the 
apparatuS 60 determines a route from the current position to 
a desired destination. At Step 74, the apparatus 60 uses 
information from the map database 42 and collects a set of 
data at each of endpoints of road Segments forming a road 
network on the route and arrange the data Sets in an array. 
Each data Set includes an azimuth angle at an endpoint and 
the length of a line leading from the endpoint to the adjacent 
endpoint. FIG. 6 shows how the road information generating 
apparatuS 60 obtains, at an endpoint P, an azimuth angle 0, 
and the length L, of a line interconnecting the endpoint P, 
and the next adjacent endpoint P. The array of data Sets 
can be expressed as, 

Po(00: Lo), P (01, L1), . . . , P_1(0, 1, L_1), P., (0, L.). 

At the next Step 76, the road information generating 
apparatuS 60 determines a threshold value L, from a pre 
determined radius of road curve. At step 78, the road 
information generating apparatuS 60 delete the data Set at 
Such an endpoint P, when the length of its line L, is greater 
than the threshold value L. The deleted data may be stored 
as a list. At Step 80, the road information generating appa 
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8 
ratus 60 determines that road Segments has tight curve when 
a radius of a circle approximating the three, for example, 
adjacent endpoints is less than a threshold value. At Step 82, 
the road information generating apparatus 60 Stores the road 
Segments defining endpoints found to have tight curve. 

FIGS. 7 and 8 show diagrams how the road information 
generating apparatus 60 determines the threshold value L, 
of the length of a line interconnecting the two adjacent 
endpoints. FIG. 7 shows that there is an error 6, between the 
endpoint interconnecting circular and the endpoint intercon 
necting line, which grows as the length L., of the line 
becomes longer and longer. It clearly indicates that if the 
length of a line exceeds a predetermined value, it no longer 
represent a road Segment having a road curve radius R. This 
predetermined value is the threshold value L. 

FIG. 8 shows how to determine the threshold value L. 
from the threshold value R of road curve radius and the error 
6. The following relation holds, 

Then, the threshold value L, can be expressed as, 

If, for example, the error 6=2 m and the threshold value of 
road curve radius R=250 m, then 

This equation (3) clearly indicates that if the length of a line 
exceeds 63.1 m, a road Segment, which this line represents, 
could have a road curve radius greater than the threshold 
value of road curve radius 250 m. The equation (2) shows 
that the error 6 and the threshold value of road curve radius 
R determine the threshold value L of a line. 
The error 6 and the road curve radius threshold valve R 

can be kept invariable over the entirety of route, over which 
the vehicle may move. However, they may be varied in 
response to variations in width or type of road. 

FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of the 
deletion block 64 of the road information generating appa 
ratus of FIG. 4. In this flow chart, the threshold value L is 
compared to the length L., of each line interconnecting the 
adjacent two endpoints, and delete the endpoint whose line 
has length greater than L. 

In FIG. 9, at step 84, the road information generating 
apparatuS 60 prepares a buffer that is used to transfer input 
data to the decision block 66 (see FIG. 4). At step 86, the 
road information generating apparatuS 60 initializes the 
Subscript n by Setting n equal to 0 (zero). At interrogation 
Step 88, the road information generating apparatuS 60 deter 
mines whether or not the length L, of the nth line is greater 
than the threshold value L. If this is not the case and 
LSL, then the road information generating apparatuS 60 
adds the associated endpoint P, to the buffer at step 90. If 
this is the case and L>L, then the road information 
generating apparatus 60 increases the Subscript n by 1 (one) 
at Step 92. In this case, the associated endpoint P, is not 
added to the buffer and thus deleted. At the next interroga 
tion 94, the road information generating apparatus 60 deter 
mines whether or not the Subscript n is equal to the final or 
maximum value N of the array. If, at step 94, the subscript 
n is still less than the final value N, the road information 
generating apparatus 60 repeats steps 88, 90 and 92. If, at 
step 94, the subscript n is equal to the final value N, the road 
information generating apparatus 60 outputs Stored data in 
the buffer to the decision block 66 (see FIG. 4). 
The content of the buffer is composed of point data of 

Such endpoints whose line length are less than or equal to the 
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threshold value L. The road information generating appa 
ratuS 60 performs approximation of road curve by finding a 
circular arc interconnecting three, for example, adjacent 
endpoints of interconnected road Segments, and determining 
that the road Segments have tight curve when a radius of 
road curve is less than a threshold value, In determining tight 
curve, the deleted endpoints are not considered because road 
curve around each of Such endpoints is gradual or near 
Straightforward and cannot be considered as being tight. 
Road configuration around each of the deleted endpoints can 
be considered as gradual curve approximating a Straightfor 
ward road. 

With regard to the operation at the decision block 66 (see 
FIG. 4), if the array of endpoints on a route, each of which 
has a line length less than the threshold value L, are 
expressed by Po, P, ..., P., the road information generating 
apparatuS 60 can find a circle interconnecting any three 
consecutive endpoints P , P., P. The radius of this 
circle can be determined based on the coordinates of the 
three endpoints. This radius can be considered as a road 
curve radius of road Segments defined by the three end 
points. If this curve radius is less than the threshold value, 
the road information generating apparatus 60 determines 
that these road Segments have acute curve. 

In the case where more than three consecutive endpoints 
are used for calculation, a radius of road curve can be 
obtained by finding a circular arc that minimizes the root 
Sum-Square of errorS 6. 

In another embodiment, the road information generating 
apparatuS 60 calculates Sum of azimuth angles at endpoints 
defining road Segments and Sum of lengths of lines inter 
connecting the endpoints to determine a ratio between the 
Sum of azimuth angles and the Sum of the line lengths. This 
ratio is named an azimuth angle per unit line length. The 
road information generating apparatus 60 determines a ref 
erence azimuth angle per unit line length of a Standard circle 
having a radius to be used as a threshold radius Value. The 
road information generating apparatus 60 can compare the 
azimuth angle per unit line length with the reference azimuth 
angle per unit line length. In response to the result of this 
comparison, the road information generating apparatus 60 
determines that the road Segments have acute curve when 
the azimuth angle per unit line length is greater than the 
reference azimuth angle per unit line length. 

FIG. 10 shows the case where the road information 
generating apparatus 60 may disregard Some of consecu 
tively arranged endpoints Po to P in determining whether or 
not road Segments have acute curve. In this case, the road 
information generating apparatuS 60 can disregard two end 
points P and P because they add to little information 
needed for creating the configuration of the road Segments. 

FIG. 11 shows a diagram illustrating why the road infor 
mation generating apparatuS 60 should shift an array of 
endpoints Po to P by one if three consecutive endpoints are 
to be examined. If, as shown by the lower half portion of 
FIG. 11, the road information generating apparatus Shifts the 
array of endpoints by two, it fails to examine azimuth angles 
at the endpoints P and P for determination of the presence 
of acute angle. 

FIG. 12 shows a diagram illustrating how the road infor 
mation generating apparatus 60 can shift an array of end 
points by two if four consecutive endpoints are examined for 
determination of the presence of acute curve. The lower half 
of FIG. 12 clearly indicates that the road information gen 
erating apparatus can examine all of the endpoints because 
there is overlap between the adjacent two ranges of covering 
the endpoints. In general, fit the number n of endpoints to be 
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10 
examined is more than three, the road information generat 
ing apparatus can determine the presence of acute curve by 
shifting the array of endpoints by at most (n-2). The number 
of frequency of conducting process to determine the pres 
ence of acute curve drops. 
The road information generating apparatus 60 can vary 

the number of endpoints, a set of Sampled endpoints and the 
presence or absence of disregarding Some of the endpoints 
in response to width of road, types or kinds of road and a 
threshold road curve value. 
From the preceding description, it is apparent that Since 

Such endpoints, each having a considerably long line length, 
have been deleted, the precision of determining as to the 
presence of acute curve is improved or enhanced. 

Referring to FIGS. 4, 13 and 14, description is made on 
another preferred implementation of a road information 
generating apparatus according to the present invention. 
This preferred implementation is Substantially the same as 
the preferred implementation of FIG. 4 except the operation 
of the deletion block 64. According to this implementation, 
an azimuth angle at each endpoint is compared with a 
threshold value for deleting an endpoint or endpoints if its or 
their azimuth angles are leSS than its threshold value. In one 
embodiment, this comparison of the azimuth angles with 
their threshold value replaces the comparison of the line 
lengths with their threshold value. In other embodiment, the 
deletion block 64 uses the comparison of the azimuth angles 
with their threshold value in addition to comparison of the 
line lengths with their threshold value. 

FIG. 13 shows a diagram illustrating three consecutive 
endpoints on a reference circle having a radius R. This circle 
is predetermined and used for calculating a threshold value 
0. As illustrated in FIG. 13, an azimuth angle 0 at an 
endpoint P, is defined between an extension of a line L. 
that interconnects endpoints P and P and a line L, that 
interconnects endpoints P, and P. The azimuth angle 0 
can be expressed as 

i. 

0=180-AOPP-AOPP (4). 

ASSuming that the line L and a circular arc PP, have 
Substantially the same length, the angle ZOPP can be 
expressed by the following equation, 

1 OPP 1 = (1 f2) X (180 - || POP) (5) 

= (1/2) x 180 - (180L fit R)} 

= 90X {1 - (Lift R)}. 

The angle ZOPP can be expressed as 

ZOPP=90x 1-(L/IR) (6). 

Substituting the equations (5) and (6) into the equation (4) 
gives 

Accordingly, if the current azimuth angle 0, at the endpoint 
P is less than this angle 0, a circle interconnecting these 
three endpoints P , P., and P. has a radius greater than 
R. In this case, it is theoretically true that the road Segments 
defined by these endpoints always take a curve less acute 
than the curve of the circle having the radius R. 

It is impractical to regard all of the Stored endpoints 
expressed by the coordinate frame indicate exactly points on 
a central longitudinal line of a road. Thus, it is practical to 
provide a threshold value an allowance within a range from 
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several percent to 30% of the threshold value. If a coefficient 
a represents the allowance, the threshold value 0, can be 
expressed as 

0=C.0={90C-x(L_1+L)}/JLR (8), 

where: C. is a value failing in a range from 1.0 to 1.3. 
Accordingly, the road information generating apparatus 60 
determines that the road Segments defined by the endpoints 
P., P., and P. have less acute curve than the curve of the 
reference circle having the radius R when the azimuth angle 
0, has the following relation 

The road information generating apparatus can alter or 
vary the allowance C. in response to width of road and types 
or kinds of road. For example, if a road is considerably wide, 
the allowance C. must take a large value taking into account 
a possible deviation from the central centerline of the road. 
In the case of a highway, the allowance C. must take a Small 
value because the endpoints correctly represent the contour 
of the highway. 

The road information generating apparatus can delete 
Such endpoints that have lines longer than the diameter 2R 
of the reference circle before comparison of azimuth angles 
with the threshold value, This is to ensure that the line 
PP, and the line PP are located on the reference circle 
having the radius R. In an alternative version, the road 
information generating apparatus can incorporate deletion of 
Such endpoints if the line lengths are long before further 
deletion based on result of comparison of azimuth angles 
with their threshold value. 

FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of the 
deletion block 64 (see FIG. 4) of the second preferred 
implementation. This flow chart is Substantially the same as 
that of FIG. 9 So that the same reference numerals as used 
in FIG. 9 are used to designate similar steps. Only difference 
is the provision of an interrogation step 100 within a logical 
flow from a step 88 toward a step 90. 

If, at Step 88, L, is greater than L, the endpoint is 
deleted. If, at Step 88, L, is not greater than L, the road 
information generating apparatus determines, at Step 100, 
whether or not 0, is greater than 0. If, at step 100, 0, is 
greater than 0, the endpoint is deleted. If, at Step 100, 0, is 
not greater than 0, the endpoint is added to buffer at Step 
90. 
The road information generating apparatus may remove 

step 88 of the flow chart in FIG. 12. 
Referring to FIGS. 15 to 18, description on a third 

preferred implementation of a road information generating 
apparatus 60A is made. In each of the preceding embodi 
ments the decision block 66 incorporates circular arc 
approximation type logic to determine whether or not acute 
curve is present. The road information generating apparatus 
60A has a first decision block 104 and a second decision 
block 106. A selector 108 is provided to render appropriate 
one of the first and second decision blocks 104 and 106 
operable. The second decision block 106 incorporates the 
circular arc approximation type logic to determine whether 
or not acute angle curve is present. The first decision block 
104 incorporates azimuth angle type logic, which will be 
described later in connection with FIG. 17, to determine 
whether or not acute curve is present. 

Comparing FIG. 15 to FIG. 4 reveals that the road 
information generating apparatus 60A is Substantially the 
Same as the road information generating 60 except that two 
different pieces of logic are selectively used. In FIG. 15, 
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12 
only feature distinct is highlighted. Thus, the road informa 
tion generating apparatus 60A incorporates the data array 
formation and the data deletion block in the same manner as 
in the road information generating apparatus 60. 
The road information generating apparatus 60A uses the 

circular arc approximation type logic when travelling on 
highways and uses the azimuth angle type logic under the 
other travelling circumstance. The term “highways' herein 
used does not include a toll road network in Tokyo, called 
“Shuto Express Way” because it is narrow and has acute 
curves. The term “highways', however, includes Such major 
roads, each having a wide width without any acute curve and 
toll roads even if they are not labeled as express ways. The 
database 42 provides enough information on each of roads 
to the Selector 108. 

Output indicative of results of the circular arc approxi 
mation type logic conduced at the first decision block and 
output indicative of result of the azimuth angle type logic 
conducted at the Second decision logic are Selectively 
applied to an engine controller 110 for an engine 114 and 
also to a transmission controller 112 for an automatic 
transmission. When acute curve is present, the engine con 
troller 110 and the transmission controller 112 cooperate 
with each other to lower driving force before entering the 
acute Curve. 

FIG.16 shows a flow chart illustrating the operation of the 
Selector 108 of the road information generating apparatus 
60A. At Step 120, the road information generating apparatus 
50A inputs property of a current road on which a vehicle is 
travelling from the map database 42. The property is added 
to each road. All the roads are categorized by highways, toll 
roads, major roads and local Streets. At Step 122, the road 
information generating apparatus 60A determines whether 
or not the current road belongs to “highway.” If, at Step 122, 
this is the case, the road information generating apparatus 
60A renders the circular arc approximation type logic oper 
able at step 126 (at the second decision block 106). If, at step 
122, this is not the case, the road information generating 
apparatus 60A renders the azimuth angle type logic operable 
at step 124 (at the first decision block 104). 

FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating the azimuth angle type 
logic. At Step 128, the road information generating apparatus 
60A inputs an azimuth angle 0, from the map database 42. 
At interrogation Step 130, the road information generating 
apparatus 60A determines whether or not 0 is less than an 
upper limit value 0,. The Setting is Such that the upper 
limit value 0, is approximately 15. If, at Step 130, 0, is 
less than the upper limit value 0, the road information 
generating apparatus 60A determines, at interrogation Step 
132, whether or not 0 is greater than a lower limit value 
0. The Setting is Such that the lower limit value 0, is 
approximately 10. Setting the upper and lower limit values 
0, and 0, at 15 and 10 has proved to provide curve 
detection in good match to driver's perception. Naturally, 
the upper and lower limit values 0, and 0, may take any 
appropriate values depending upon map database, operation 
State and type of road. 

If, at step 130, the azimuth angle 0, is not less than the 
upper limit value 0, the road information generating 
apparatus 60A Sets, at Step 134, curve flag F equal to 
ON level. This is apparently the case where the road has 
acute curve. If, at Step 132, the azimuth angle 0, is not 
greater 30 than the lower limit value 0, the road infor 
mation generating apparatus 60A resets, at Step 136, curve 
flag F equal to OFF level. This is apparently the case 
where the road is Straight. 

If, at Step 132, the azimuth angle 0, is greater than the 
lower limit value 0 the road information generating 
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apparatus 60A performs a table look-up operation, at Step 
138, of FIG. 18 using vehicle sped V to obtain a preset value 
L. The fully drawn curve in FIG. 18 shows the variation of 
a travelling distance of an automobile vehicle until its driver 
recognizes a curve on the road against variation of travelling 
Speed of the vehicle. Apparently, the travelling distance is 
not longer than 20 m at speeds below about 40 km/h. At 
Speeds higher than about 40 km/h, the travelling distance 
increases as Speed increases. The variation of this travelling 
distance is mapped as the preset value L, against variation 
of vehicle speed V. 
At the nest Step 140, the road information generating 

apparatus 60A computes a threshold value X that can be 
expressed by the following equation 

X=Li?R, (1), 

where: R is the lower limit of radii of curves which an 
automobile can pass through without any considerable 
drop in travelling Speed. 

The radius of curve R, is given by the fully drawn curve in 
FIG. 19, The fully drawn line in FIG. 19 illustrates the 
variation of Speed of an automobile as it passes through a 
road curve against the radii of circles approximating differ 
ent road curves. Apparently, the travelling Speed of the 
automobile decreases as the radius decreases. There is a 
radius around which the travelling Speed drops considerably. 
This radius is set as the above-mentioned radius R. 
At Step 142, the road information generating apparatus 

60A computes Sum X of an azimuth angle 0, at an endpoint 
P, to be measured and one or more azimuth 
angles 0, . . . at the leading endpoints P. . . . , which are 
connected one after another by lines that amount, in length, 
to near the present value L. 
At interrogation step 144, the road information generating 

apparatus 60A determines whether or not the Sum X is leSS 
than the preset value X. If this is not the case, the road 
information generating apparatus 60A Sets the curve flag 
F equal to ON level. If this is the case, the road 
information generating apparatus 60A resets the curve flag 
F equal to OFF level. 

Referring to FIGS. 20 and 21, description is made on a 
modification of a road information generating apparatus 
60B. The road information generating apparatus 60B is 
Substantially the same as the previously described road 
information generating apparatus 60A except the implemen 
tation of the process of checking the result of Selection by a 
selector 108A against the result of manual operation of a 
driver of an automobile. The driver's manual operation of an 
accelerator or gas pedal and a brake pedal is fed to the 
Selector 108A through an accelerator pedal position Sensor 
130 and a brake sensor 132. The accelerator pedal position 
Sensor 130 detects depression degree or position of the 
accelerator manipulated by the driver. The brake sensor 132 
detects depression of the brake pedal by the driver. 

If, at an endpoint measured, the selector 108A provides an 
indication of absence of any acute curve and the driver 
depresses the brake pedal immediately after release of the 
accelerator pedal, the driver perceives acute curve ahead on 
the road, the selection by the selector 108A is an error. 

If, at an endpoint measured, the selector 108A provides an 
indication of the presence of acute curve and the driver has 
depressed the accelerator pedal immediately after release of 
the accelerator pedal, the selection by the selector 108A is an 
CO. 

FIG. 21 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of the 
selector 108A. At step 140, the road information generating 
apparatus 60B inputs property of road from a map database 
42 in a similar manner to the process at step 120 of FIG. 108. 
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At Step 142, the current result of reading operation at Step 

140 is stored as the previous property. At this step 142, the 
road information generating apparatus 60B compares the 
current road property to the previous road property and 
determines whether or not there is any change in road 
property. Initially, there is no Stored road property as the 
previous result, the interrogation result of Step 142 becomes 
affirmative (YES). 

If the interrogation at step 142 results in affirmative, the 
road information generating apparatus 60B Selects, at Step 
144, the appropriate one of azimuth angle type logic (at first 
decision block 104) and circular arc approximation type 
logic (at second decision block 106). 

If the interrogation at Step 142 results in negative, the road 
information generating apparatus 60B checks, at Step 146, 
the Selection result at Step 144 against the manipulation 
behavior of a driver to determine whether or not the selec 
tion result at step 144 should sill be affirmed. At step 146, the 
Selection result is checked against the driver's manipulation 
behavior through the accelerator pedal Switch 130 and the 
brake Switch 132. 

If the selection at step 144 indicates the absence of any 
acute curve and the driver depresses the brake pedal imme 
diately after release of the accelerator pedal, the road infor 
mation generating apparatus 60B recognizes the occurrence 
of an error because the driver has perceived the presence of 
acute Curve. 

If the Selection at Step 144 indicates the presence of acute 
curve and the driver has depressed the accelerator pedal 
immediately after release of the accelerator pedal, the road 
information generating apparatus 60B recognizes the occur 
rence of an error because the driver has perceived the 
absence of acute curve. 

After determination at step 146 of the occurrence of error, 
the road information generating apparatus 60B Selects, at 
Step 148, non-Selected one of the azimuth angle type logic 
and circular arc approximation type logic. Preferably, the 
number or frequency of occurrence of errors are Stored to 
use as a guide for the road information generating apparatus 
60B goes from step 146 to step 148. This technique is 
effective in Suppressing unnecessary Switch operation. 
While the present invention has been particularly 

described in conjunction with the preferred implementation 
and examples, it is evident that many alternatives, modifi 
cations and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the 
art in light of the foregoing description. It is therefore 
contemplated that the appended claims will embrace any 
Such alternatives, modifications and variations as falling 
within the true Scope and Spirit of the present invention. 

The contents of disclosure of Japanese Patent Application 
No. 11-173642, filed Jun. 21, 1999, and No. 2000-153065, 
filed May 25, 2000, are hereby incorporated by reference in 
their entireties. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for generating road information on a route 

over which a vehicle may move, the apparatus comprising: 
a stored map database having data identifying roads on 

the route, Said roads of Said Stored map database being 
Stored as road Segments each having endpoints, and 

an application unit to implement a circular arc approxi 
mation type logic, which, when rendered operable, 
canels data defining Selected road Segments that fall 
Outside of a predetermined window about a predeter 
mined circle approximating a predetermined road 
curve, determines circles, each approximating a portion 
of non-Selected road Segments, compares a radius of 
each of Said circles with a predetermined radius Value, 
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and produces road information on acute curve in 
response to result of Said comparing the radius of each 
of Said curves with Said predetermined radius Value. 

2. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein Said 
application unit is operative to generate a train of data Sets 
for Said road Segments, respectively, each Set including a 
trailing one of Said endpoints defining one of Said road 
Segments, and a length of a link interconnecting Said trailing 
one endpoint and a leading one of Said endpoints defining 
Said one road Segment, wherein Said application unit is 
operative to compare the length of each of Said links with a 
predetermined value, and wherein Said application unit is 
operative to consider whether or not each of Said road 
Segments follows a course that falls in Said predetermined 
narrow window in response to the corresponding one of 
results of Said comparison of the length of each of Said links 
with Said predetermined value. 

3. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein Said 
application unit is operative to generate a train of data Sets 
for Said road Segments, respectively, each Set including a 
trailing one of Said endpoints defining one of Said road 
Segments, and an azimuth angle defined between a first link 
interconnecting Said trailing one endpoint and a leading one 
of Said endpoints defining Said one road Segment and a 
Second link interconnecting Said trailing one endpoint and a 
trailing one of endpoints defining the adjacent road Segment 
Succeeding Said one road Segment, wherein Said application 
unit is operative to compare each of Said azimuth angles with 
a predetermined value, and wherein Said application unit is 
operative to consider whether or not each of Said road 
Segments follows a course that falls in Said predetermined 
narrow window in response to the corresponding one of 
results of Said comparison of each of Said azimuth angles 
with said predetermined value. 

4. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein Said 
application unit is operative to generate a train of data Sets 
for Said road Segments, respectively, each Set including a 
trailing one of Said endpoints defining one of Said road 
Segments, a length of a first link interconnecting Said trailing 
one endpoint and a leading one of Said endpoints defining 
Said one road Segment, and an azimuth angle defined 
between Said first link and a Second link interconnecting Said 
trailing one endpoint and a trailing one of endpoints defining 
the adjacent road Segment Succeeding Said one road 
Segment, wherein Said application unit is operative to com 
pare the length of each of Said links with a predetermined 
length value, wherein Said application unit is operative to 
compare each of Said azimuth angles with a predetermined 
angle value, and wherein Said application unit is operative to 
consider whether or not each of Said road Segments follows 
a course that falls in Said predetermined narrow window in 
response to a predetermined logic including the correspond 
ing one of results of Said comparison of the length of each 
of Said links with Said predetermined length value and the 
corresponding one of results of Said comparison of each of 
the azimuth angles with Said predetermined angle value. 

5. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein Said application unit is operative to generate a 

train of data Sets for Said road Segments, respectively, 
each Set including a trailing one of Said endpoints 
defining one of Said road Segments, a length of a first 
link interconnecting Said trailing one endpoint and a 
leading one of Said endpoints defining Said one road 
Segment, and an azimuth angle defined between Said 
first link and a Second link interconnecting Said trailing 
one endpoint and a trailing one of endpoints defining 
the adjacent road Segment Succeeding Said one road 
Segment, 
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wherein Said application unit is operative to implement an 

azimuth angle type logic, which, when rendered 
operable, calculates a Sum of a plurality of Said azimuth 
angles of a desired one of Said endpoints and Some of 
the other of Said endpoints located within a predeter 
mined distance from Said desired one endpoint along 
the route, compares Said calculated Sum with a prede 
termined Sum of angles, and produces information 
indicative of existence of a curved road in response to 
result of Said comparing Said calculated Sum with Said 
predetermined Sum of angles, and 

wherein Said application unit is operative to render one of 
Said circular arc approximation type logic and Said 
azimuth angle type logic operable and the other inop 
erable in response to at least road information Stored in 
Said Stored map database and operator manipulated 
parameter information. 

6. The apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein Said 
application unit is operative to compare the corresponding 
one of Said azimuth angles to Said desired one of Said 
endpoints, and to produce information indicative of exist 
ence of a Straight road when the corresponding one azimuth 
angle is less than a predetermined minimum angle value. 

7. The apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein Said 
application unit is operative to compare the corresponding 
one of Said azimuth angles to Said desired one of Said 
endpoints, and to produce information indicative of exist 
ence of a curved road when the corresponding one azimuth 
angle is greater than a predetermined maximum angle value. 

8. The apparatus as claimed in claim 5, including a vehicle 
Speed Sensor to generate a vehicle Speed signal indicative of 
traveling Speed of the vehicle, 

wherein said predetermined distance is determined as a 
function of Said vehicle Speed signal, and Said prede 
termined Sum of angles is determined as a function of 
Said predetermined distance. 

9. The apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein said 
operator manipulated parameter information include opera 
tor manipulation to adjust the traveling Speed of the vehicle. 

10. The apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein said 
operator manipulation to adjust the traveling Speed of the 
vehicle includes manipulation of one of an accelerator pedal 
and a brake pedal. 

11. The apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein Said 
operator manipulation to adjust the traveling Speed of the 
vehicle includes at least one of depression of an accelerator 
pedal immediately after release of Said accelerator pedal and 
depression of a brake pedal. 

12. An apparatus for generating road information on a 
route over which a vehicle may move, the apparatus com 
prising: 

a stored map database having data identifying roads on 
the route, Said roads of Said Stored map database being 
Stored as road Segments each having endpoints, and 

means operable to input data from Said Stored map 
database, Said means being operative to cancel data 
defining Selected road Segments that fall outside of a 
predetermined window about a predetermined circle 
that approximates a predetermined road curve, to deter 
mine circles, each approximating a portion of unse 
lected road Segments, to compare a radius of each of 
Said circles with a predetermined radius Value, and to 
produce road information on acute curve in response to 
result of Said comparing the radius of each of Said 
curves with Said predetermined radius Value. 

13. A method of generating road information on a route 
over which a vehicle may move, the method comprising: 
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preparing a digitized map database having data identify 
ing roads on the route, Said roads of Said map database 
being Stored as road Segments each having endpoints; 

canceling data defining Selected road Segments that fall 
outside of a predetermined window about a predeter 
mined circle that approximates a predetermined road 
curve, 

determining circles, each approximating unselected road 
Segments, 

comparing a radius of each Said circles with a predeter 
mined radius value; and 

producing road information on acute curve in response to 
result of Said comparing the radius of each of Said 
curves with Said predetermined radius Value. 

14. An apparatus for generating road information on a 
route over which a vehicle may move, the method compris 
Ing: 

1O 
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means for Storing a digitized map database having data 

identifying roads on the route, Said roads of Said map 
database being Stored as road Segments each having 
endpoints; 

means for canceling data defining Selected road Segments 
that fall outside of a predetermined window about a 
predetermined circle that approximates a predeter 
mined road curve; 

means for determining circles, each approximating a 
portion of unselected road Segments, 

means for comparing a radius of each of Said circles with 
a predetermined radius value; and 

means for producing road information on acute curve in 
response to result of Said comparing the radius of each 
of Said curves with Said predetermined radius value. 
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